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This chapter introduces the use of Q methodology to evaluate instruction in the context of higher education. As an important component of instructional design, evaluation is essential to ensure the quality of a program or curriculum. Different data collection methods and analysis tools are needed to evaluate educational interventions (Frechtling, 2010; Saunders, 2011). Instructional design practitioners are required to be familiar with a range of quantitative and qualitative analytic methods to perform a variety of evaluations in different contexts. Q methodology is a unique mixed method that utilizes both quantitative and qualitative techniques to examine people’s subjective viewpoints (Brown, 1993). We propose that Q methodology should be included in the evaluator’s toolbox. We attempt to provide instructional design practitioners with some practical guidelines to apply Q methodology to evaluation based on a systematic overview of evaluation and Q methodology. Suggestions and limitations of using Q methodology for higher education evaluation are also discussed.
Definition and Benefits of Evaluation

Instructional design is an integrative and iterative process that involves analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation (ADDIE; Branch, 2009). As an integral element of the ADDIE paradigm, formative and summative evaluation function as quality control of instructional design projects. With the focus on future performance improvement, Guerra-Lopez (2008) describe evaluation as the comparison between objectives and actual results in order to “produce action plans for improving the programs and solutions being evaluated so that expected performance is achieved or maintained and organizational objectives and contributions can be realized” (p. 6). Evaluation not only benefits performance improvement but also “provides information for communicating to a variety of stakeholders…. It also gives managers the data they need to report ‘up the line’, to inform senior decision-makers about the outcomes of their investments” (Frechtling, 2010, p. 4). In higher education settings, evaluation is critical for enhancing course design, refining curriculum, promoting student learning experiences, and ensuring program success (Brewer-Deluce et al., 2020). Evaluation also helps create faculty development opportunities to advance instructional design quality across courses and programs.

Q Methodology in Instructional Design

Q methodology (Q) is a unique approach to studying the target audience’s subjective perspectives on a certain topic (Brown, 1993). A concourse of statements representing all dimensions around the topic at issue is established first, and then participants are directed to sort out a series of statements sampled from the concourse (usually 30-50) into a normally distributed grid (Watts & Stenner, 2012). The sorts are thereby statistically analyzed to identify both diverged and converged viewpoints among participants. Surveys and interviews are necessary to facilitate interpretation and member-checking. Q has
been widely applied to various disciplines such as public healthcare, marketing, and political science and has gained increasing attention in education (Rieber, 2020). However, Q has not become a popular methodology in educational studies (Rodl, Cruz, & Knollman, 2020). Reiber (2020) introduced Q to the field of instructional design and demonstrated how Q could be used for formative evaluation, needs assessment, and learner analysis. He maintained that Q was a powerful alternative to traditional approaches (such as surveys, interviews, and focus groups) to better understand learners' needs, perspectives, and inform instructional design decision-making.

A Review of the Use of Q for Evaluation

In higher education, the limitations of the traditional evaluation methods have become apparent. More scholars have discovered the huge potential of Q (Brewer-Deluce et al., 2020; Collins & Angelova, 2015; Ramlo, 2015a, 2015b). Brewer-Deluce et al. (2020) critiqued that conventional Likert-scale surveys fail to capture diverse viewpoints of students, and qualitative data from open-ended questions or interviews are limited, fragmented, and difficult for consistent data analysis. These traditional evaluation methods usually produce “minimal useful, actionable suggestions for course improvement” whereas Q can be helpful in “identifying areas for course strength and improvement that are aligned with student needs in an evidence-based way” (Brewer-Deluce et al., 2020, p.146). Therefore, Q presents “a viable solution to ongoing course evaluation limitations” (Brewer-Deluce et al., 2020, p.147).

Harris et al. (2019) incorporated Q into the framework of realist evaluation, a framework focused on determining “what works for whom, why and in what circumstances within programmes” (p. 432). They argued that Q and realist evaluation are compatible because of three reasons: First, both Q and realist evaluation utilize mixed methods; second, context is the key for both Q (which lies in the
development of concourse) and realist evaluation; third, they both adopt the logic of abduction in the process of interpretation to make sense of the data collected. Harris et al.'s (2019) work provide theoretical support for the use of Q for evaluation.

In the evaluative practices in higher education, some scholars have successfully experimented using Q in course evaluation, teacher evaluation, and program evaluation. For instance, Brewer-Deluce et al. (2020) stated that their well-established undergraduate anatomy course did not benefit much from regular course evaluations when they constantly received positive survey results and unhelpful responses from open-ended questions. Therefore, they employed Q beyond the regular evaluation methods to gain more valuable insights. From the Q case study, Brewer-Deluce et al. (2020) discovered that students had different preferences on different components of the course. Students also made suggestions for course improvement based on these results. Collins and Angelova (2015) carried out a Q evaluation of the 35 learning activities in a graduate-level course for Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) methods. Results showed three distinctive perspectives, i.e., better learning through group activities, preference on independent work, and better learning from online activities. These perspectives are not as likely to be discovered from Likert surveys. Similarly, Ramlo (2015a) used Q to evaluate the effectiveness of her intervention of flipped learning in a college Physics course.

Besides these single-course evaluations, Jurczyk and Ramlo (2004) conducted a series of Q evaluations on several undergraduate Chemistry and Physics courses across multiple semesters using the same Q sort tool. This Q sort tool consisted of statements about the overall course structure, lecture quality, lab quality, lecture instructor, and lab instructor. Although their evaluations only involved limited numbers of participants in some classes, Jurczyk and Ramlo (2004) asserted the potential of standardized Q evaluation tools for cross-course evaluations (Brewer-Deluce et al., 2020).
Ramlo and Newman (2010) introduced Q to program evaluation with an example of evaluating an inquiry-based informatics course. They claimed that the results of Q could create more meaningful and useful stakeholder profiles for program effectiveness based on personal values, opinions, attitudes, and needs rather than demographic factors. Using the same approach, Ramlo (2015b) conducted a program evaluation study for a Construction Engineering Technology program with both faculty and students included as participants.

As Ramlo (2012) pointed out, Q can be a versatile tool for multiple purposes in higher education such as needs assessment and program evaluation when the viewpoints of faculty and/or students are important. However, the existing literature shows that Q has been used for evaluation mostly by researchers rather than instructional design practitioners. Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to introduce Q to practitioners for evaluative practices in higher education contexts.

A Practical Guide on How to Use Q for Evaluation

All methods have their strengths, applicable contexts, and weaknesses. We propose that Q can serve as a supplement of the current evaluation methodologies (Rieber 2020) because (1) Q is helpful to reveal nuances of participants’ viewpoints that might be ignored by traditional survey methods, and (2) the hands-on Q sorting activity is usually found to be engaging for participants and thus can generate more authentic results. Additionally, Q does not require a large number of participants as it does not aim to generalize results to a larger population (Brown, 1993).

Effective evaluation using Q requires practitioners to create a series of systemic evaluation statements, develop open-ended questions that align with evaluation purposes, administer Q sort activity, analyze
data, and interpret results. In the following section, we try to provide practitioners with a step-by-step guide on how to use Q for evaluation. Based on theories and practices of evaluation (Oliver, 2000) and procedures of Q (Rieber, 2020), a Q evaluation sequence normally contains the following five steps:

1. Identify stakeholders and evaluation objectives
2. Create concourse and draw sample statements
3. Construct and administer the Q-sort activity
4. Factor analysis and interpretations
5. Report and communicate results

**Step 1: Identify stakeholders and evaluation objectives.**

An evaluation framework can guide evaluation practices. The initial step is to create an evaluation framework that requires practitioners to identify related stakeholders and evaluation objectives. Before creating evaluation protocols and measurement indicators, instructional designers need to identify the purpose of the evaluation. The evaluation objectives can be identified through a needs assessment from all relevant stakeholders for the program. A needs assessment is an essential part of program evaluation (Spector & Yuen, 2016; Stefaniak et al. 2018; Tessmer et al., 1999). Needs assessment of relevant stakeholders can provide vital information for the development of evaluation objectives. Instructional designers can ask a series of needs assessment questions to relevant stakeholders to identify where the needs are and how the evaluation helps with the needs. For instance, in a typical course evaluation, the stakeholders might be the students, faculty, teaching assistants, lab staff, and so on. The evaluation objectives can be aimed at investigating the
effectiveness of the overall course, the instructional approaches, or a specific learning activity depending on the contexts and purposes.

**Step 2: Create concourse and draw sample statements.**

A well-established concourse is the foundation for effective Q evaluation. This step requires practitioners to investigate all relevant contextual factors, concerns, or issues influencing the program (Harris et al, 2019) and develop a concourse based on systematic analysis. To evaluate the effectiveness of a group project in a course, for example, the concourse might include statements related to the learning task, instructor support, group member commitment, communication and collaboration, and quality of work. There are multiple ways to generate statements for the concourse. Scholars can create statements based on existing literature and research, personal experiences and observations, or a combination of both (McKeown & Thomas, 2013). Although not required, it is recommended to refer to relevant literature to get inspiration from validated statements in evidence-based empirical studies or theoretical articles. This is sometimes helpful for the interpretation of results as well. More practically, the development of a concourse makes use of the results of the needs assessment mentioned in the first step, that is, survey responses or quotes from interviews. After the concourse is created, a series of statements should be sampled to be used for the Q-sort activity in the next step. A well-rounded concourse can have hundreds of statements, with the sampled statements (i.e., the Q set) ranging between 30-50 statements (Stephensen, 1985).

**Step 3: Construct and administer the Q-sort activity.**

When the Q set is ready, evaluators need to decide the shape of the Q-sort grid. The Q-sort grid is an inverted normal distribution shape that ranges from most disagree to most agree (Watts & Stenner, 2012). The figure below shows a Q-sort grid for a Q set of 29 statements.
Normally, there is no specific required shape for a Q-sort, thus evaluators need to discern the shape at their discretion based on participants’ familiarity with the evaluation topic. When participants have less expertise on the topic, the bell curve tends to be designed more flat (Watts & Stenner, 2012).

Figure 1

An Exemplar Q-sort Grid for 29 Statements
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To guide the sorting process, evaluators pose a major guiding question for sorters. Using the group project evaluation as an example again, the guiding question might be: What do you think of the group project in our course? The actual Q-sort process first requires participants to sort all statements into three general categories (disagree, neutral, and agree). After this, participants fill statements into the Q-sort grid based on the three categories, and then move statements around if changes are needed. After sorting, participants are often asked to fill out a follow-up survey to explain why they
sorted certain statements (e.g. the extreme options) the way they did. This is a helpful step for evaluators to have a deeper understanding of the sorters’ viewpoints. Depending on the objectives of the evaluation, sorters can also be invited to participate in post-sorting focus groups or individual interviews.

Traditionally, Q-sort is administered with paper cards of statements in face-to-face settings. Many researchers still prefer this means of administration when possible. However, recently, online Q distribution tools such as QSortware, HTMLQ, and Lloyd’s Q Sort Tool are utilized for convenient administration and data collection.

**Step 4: Factor analysis and interpretations.**

After the Q-sort data are collected, the investigator can conduct corresponding factor analysis and make meaningful interpretations for evaluation purposes. PQMethod has been widely used by researchers as a data analysis tool. More information about Q-sort administration and analysis tools can be found on the Q Methodology official website (https://edtechbooks.org/-YRGh).

KenQ is recommended as a powerful tool that takes care of all tedious statistics with a user-friendly interface. In KenQ, evaluators upload the sorting data to stage for factor analysis which is done with just a few clicks to conduct the major steps of correlation matrix, factor extraction, factor rotation, and factor display. At the end of factor analysis, evaluators download the results as a .csv file. They can also save the visualization of the idealized Q-sort for each factor (participants who share similar viewpoints are grouped as a factor). Idealized Q-sorts are considered the perspective of an average person in that factor. Through the interpretations of the viewpoints of all factors emerging from the factor analysis, evaluators identify successes and problems of a course or program.
Step 5: Report and communicate the results.

After the Q-sort analysis, a written report communicates the evaluation activity and results. The written report normally contains both qualitative data analysis results (participants’ responses to the open-ended questions and interviews) as well as quantitative analysis results (factor analysis of the Q-sorts). The target audience for the evaluation report include decision-makers, key stakeholders, and policymakers. The report should contain all relevant information including the evaluation objective, the evaluation protocol, major findings, and an action plan with recommended solution strategies.

Limitations and Implications

Despite all the advantages of Q, the limitations of Q are also obvious. As Brewer-Deluce et al. (2020) mention, this approach can be time-consuming. It also presents challenges of Q-sort administration and requires some level of data analysis expertise. There will be a learning curve for those who are new to Q. Another limitation of Q is the issue of generalizability (Brewer-Deluce et al., 2020). Although it is possible to create standardized Q-sorts to apply in different contexts, factors emerging from one evaluation are not expected to be generalized to other contexts or populations. It suggests that evaluators need to adapt and leverage different resources to create specific Q sorts appropriate for their evaluation projects and contexts.

However, more online distribution tools and data analysis tools become increasingly available to help evaluators conduct Q analysis easily. Using Brown’s (1993) car analogy, learning to use Q methodology functionally is like learning to drive a car (not to make a car from scratch). It does not require knowledge of all the mechanics; however, it requires practices to get proficient. Once mastered, Q methodology will be a useful tool in an evaluator’s toolbox.
Conclusion

This chapter discussed the use of Q as an alternative to conventional evaluation methods in higher education settings. Based on a systematic review of evaluation and Q, we propose a series of practical guidelines for instructional design practitioners to conduct evaluation projects using Q. We also briefly discuss the benefits and limitations of Q. Context is central to the practices of evaluation (Vo & Christie, 2015) – no single evaluation methodology can fit all contexts. It is the evaluator’s responsibility to decide what tool(s) to use for a specific evaluation project. More empirical studies using Q for evaluation purposes are needed to demonstrate the usefulness of Q. We have provided practitioners with practical guidance on the use of Q for evaluation. For specific examples to illustrate how to follow these guidelines, readers should refer to relevant research by Susan Ramlo (e.g., Ramlo & Newman, 2020; Ramlo, 2012, 2015a, 2015b), who has conducted multiple evaluation and assessment studies using Q, and Watts and Stenner’s (2012) book, which provides a comprehensive description of Q theory, Q research, and Q data analysis and interpretations.
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